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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for charging a battery is disclosed, Wherein a con 
stant current charging current is periodically adjusted as 
needed such that the change in battery voltage increases 
approximately linearly during the charging period. In some 
embodiments the charging is in three phases. An optional ?rst 
phase charges With a low current until the battery voltages 
rises to a certain minimum. During a second phase a constant 
current is provided While the battery voltage is monitored. 
The second phase constant current is periodically increased if 
the rate of change of battery voltage is less than a predeter 
mined value and is decreased if the rate of change of battery 
voltage is more than the predetermined value. When the bat 
tery voltage attains a predetermined value, a third phase 
begins Wherein a constant voltage is applied to the battery 
While the battery current draW is periodically monitored. 
Charging is stopped When the battery current draW falls to a 
predetermined value or, in some embodiments, When the 
charging current drops to a value that is a certain percentage 
of the charging current at the termination of phase tWo. 

In one embodiment the battery voltage is monitored to deter 
mine a possible battery failure, for example in the case of the 
battery voltage decreasing during the constant current charg 
ing of phase tWo. In some embodiments the battery is shorted 
out in response to detection of a possible failure. 
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METHOD FOR CHARGING A BATTERY 
USING A CONSTANT CURRENT ADAPTED 
TO PROVIDE A CONSTANT RATE OF 
CHANGE OF OPEN CIRCUIT BATTERY 

VOLTAGE 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX 

[0001] The computer program listing appendix attached 
hereto consists of tWo (2) identical compact disks, copy 1 and 
copy 2, each containing a listing of the software code for one 
embodiment of the components of this invention. Each com 
pact disk contains the folloWing ?les (date and time of cre 
ation, siZe in bytes, path and ?le name, siZe in bytes, and date 
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and time of creation): 

Path/FileNaIne Size (bytes) Creation Date 

\adisalnplecpp 7007 2005-02-22 08:48:01 
\adisarnpledll 118784 2005-11-01 09:36:06 
\adisarnpleh 810 2005-02-22 08:48:02 
\BatChargercpp 38651 2006-03-08 09:19:41 
\BatChargerh 11469 2006-03-08 09:19:41 
\batsysiifcpp 7159 2006-01-04 14:21:34 
\batsysiifh 3854 2006-01-04 15:58:34 
\BATTERYH 5978 2003-12-09 14:04:24 
\BatteryFW.dll 139264 2006-03-08 09:19:53 
\buck.cpp 27701 2005-02-22 08:48:03 
\buck.dll 266240 2005-11-09 10:23:55 
\buck.h 914 2005-02-22 08:48:04 
\charger.cpp 27179 2006-03-08 09:19:41 
\chargerdll 114688 2006-03-08 09:20:06 
\charger.h 2859 2006-03-08 09:19:41 
\charger.sln 3493 2005-09-01 08:06:32 
\chargeribuckh 1953 2005-07-19 15:03:43 
\commonichargerh 1313 2006-01-04 08:34:47 
\das.cpp 5119 2005-02-22 08:48:05 
\das.h 1014 2005-02-22 08:48:06 
\dpciifichargercpp 9892 2005-07-21 08:15:48 
\dpciifichargerh 2756 2005-07-19 15:36:37 
\dpWm.cpp 7552 2005-02-22 08:48:07 
\dpWrn.dll 114688 2005-11-01 09:36:02 
\dpWrn.h 905 2005-02-22 08:48:08 
\lvBatteryFWcpp 28290 2005-04-28 15:07:31 
\lvBatteryFWdll 249856 2005-11-01 09:35:55 
\lvBatteryFWh 4017 2005-04-28 13:19:53 
\SimplorerAfx.h 807 2004-12-21 15:38:46 
\softwareiversiontxt 213 2006-03-08 09:36:00 
\sysiifichargercpp 7502 2005-07-19 14:35:30 
\sysiifichargerh 2276 2006-01-04 08:17:03 
\typedefh 1163 2005-03-15 09:41:49 
\adisalnple\adisalnple.vcproj 3910 2004-12-21 15:39:05 
\adisaInple\buckCCMiatp.log 5549 2006-01-04 09:15:15 
\adisalnple\buckcvout.xls 0 2005-07-14 15:30:04 
\adisarnple\ 3569178 2006-01-05 12:11:59 
BuckDPCOutfATPOxls 
\adisarnple\ 3979490 2006-01-05 09:46:30 
BuckMPCOutfATPOxls 
\adisarnple\ 12570318 2006-01-05 11:52:31 
BuckSchedulerOutiATPO.Xls 
\adisarnple\ 2080460 2006-01-05 11:52:31 
BuckSCOutfATPOxls 
\adisarnple\ 148316 2006-01-05 11:41:32 
BllCkVSPLOlltfATPOXlS 
\adisalnple\Debug\adisaInple.obj 89165 2005-11-01 09:36:05 
\adisalnple\Debug\BuildLog.htrn 849 2006-01-04 09:18:23 
\adisaInple\Debug\das.obj 83664 2005-11-01 09:36:05 
\adisaInple\Debug\vc70.idb 289792 2005-11-01 09:36:05 
\adisaInple\Debug\vc70.pdb 307200 2005-11-01 09:36:05 
\buck2charger\buck2charger.vcproj 5037 2005-07-18 09:45:01 
\charger\buckCCMiatplog 1229 2005-05-04 12:22:39 
\charger\buckcvout.xls 0 2005-05-04 12:49:12 
\charger\BuckDPCOutfATPO.Xls 573620 2005-05-04 08:02:19 
\charger\BuckMPCOutfATPO.Xls 2316753 2005-05-04 15:59:39 

-continued 

Path/FileNaIne Size (bytes) Creation Date 

\charger\BuckSCOutfATPO.Xls 733339 2005-05-04 08:02:09 
\charger\BuckVSPLOutfATPOJds 112209 2005-05-04 15:26:14 
charger\charger.vcproj 4248 200 6-0 1-04 08:17:03 
\charger\Debug\BuildLog.htrn 2989 2006-03-08 09:20:06 
\charger\Debug\chargerobj 122646 2006-03-08 09:20:05 
\charger\Debug\ 76269 2006-03-08 09:20:05 
sysiifichargerob j 
\charger\Debug\varint.obj 52068 2006-03-07 13:42:47 
\charger\Debug\vc70.idb 314368 2006-03-08 09:20:05 
\charger\Debug\vc70pdb 307200 2006-03-08 09:20:05 
\dpWm\dpWmip.vcproj 3792 2004-12-21 15:39:06 
\dpWm\Debug\BuildLog.htrn 839 2006-01-04 09:18:23 
\dpWm\Debug\dpWrn.obj 89652 2005-11-01 09:36:01 
\dpWm\Debug\vc70.pdb 158720 2005-11-01 09:36:01 
\?rmWare\?rmWare.vcproj 4002 2005-02-15 10:29:38 
\?rmWare\Debug\BatCharger.obj 131089 2006-03-08 09:19:51 
\?rmWare\Debug\batsysiif. obj 94183 200 6-03-07 13 :3 8:49 
\?rmWare\Debug\BuildLog.htrn 2694 2006-03-08 09:19:53 
\?rmWare\Debug\vc70.idb 289792 2006-03-08 09:19:50 
\?rmWare\Debug\vc70.pdb 307200 2006-03-08 09:19:50 
Total number of ?les = 71 

[0002] The source code Was created in C++ using Microsoft 
Visual Studio.net. The contents of the compact disk are a part 
of the present disclosure, and are incorporated by reference 
herein in their entireties. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

[0003] A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material that is subject to copyright protection. The 
copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure 
as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce patent ?le or 
records, but otherWise reserves all copyright rights Whatso 
ever. 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] As consumer electronics products are more and 
more poWered by rechargeable batteries it is important to 
provide means for recharging the batteries. Rechargeable bat 
teries offer loWer lifetime cost to the consumer. Also, 
rechargeable batteries may alloW the design of a product 
enclosure that does not require means for easy access to a 
battery for replacement. Batteries Which do not require 
replacement may also alloW the manufacturer to utiliZe a 
custom, nonstandard battery form factor Which in turn may 
alloW for a smaller or more ergonomic end product. 
[0005] Rechargeable batteries typically involve a chemical 
process Which delivers current When the positive and negative 
terminals are connected across a load, the process being 
reversible (charging) by the application of a voltage suf?cient 
to cause a net current to How into the battery. The charging 
process, then, provides electrical energy Which is stored and 
later may be released. The predominant chemistries used 
today are those using some form of lithium, nickel, cadmium, 
or lead, though many other chemistries are also used. 
[0006] Batteries based upon a lithium-ion (Li-ion) chemi 
cal reaction are used in many products. Li-ion battery manu 
facturers specify the charging method and various parameters 
for charging a battery. The predominant method speci?ed is 
for a charger to charge a Li-ion battery using a constant 
current until a certain voltage is attained (for example, 4.2 
volts), then to provide a constant voltage for an additional 
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period of time until the charging current goes doWn to a 
certain level, Which is de?ned as the end-point condition. This 
method is denominated the “CC/ CV” or “Constant Current/ 
Constant Voltage” method. In a standard CC/CV charging 
pro?le, measurements of battery voltage are only used to 
determine When to sWitch from constant current charging to 
constant voltage charging, after Which charging current is 
monitored for end-point determination. 
[0007] Multiple charge/discharge cycles sloWly erode the 
battery electrodes, decreasing a battery’s electrode surface 
area. Thus, as a battery ages, the current density resulting 
from charging at a speci?ed constant current increases, more 
rapidly degrading the performance and lifetime of the battery. 
There is variation from battery to battery of a common type 
due to manufacturing variations. Even a given battery Will 
have more poWer available (and be capable of accepting a 
more aggressive charging pro?le) When fresh, undamaged, 
and Warm. Likewise the same given battery Will have less 
poWer available (and require a correspondingly less aggres 
sive charging pro?le) after many charge/discharge cycles, 
When damaged, or When cold. Thus the CC/CV charging 
method may undercharge or take longer than necessary for 
some speci?c battery units, or may overcharge or charge too 
rapidly for other units, thus causing them damage Which 
shortens battery lifetime as Well as giving the user a less 
satisfactory experience. The industry, then, has need for a 
charging solution that adjusts to the actual instant condition of 
a battery such that any given charging cycle is as short as 
possible but Without damage and avoiding undue deteriora 
tion of the performance of the battery. 

SUMMARY 

[0008] This section summarizes some features of the inven 
tion. Other features are described in the subsequent sections. 
[0009] In one embodiment of the present invention the 
method comprises three phases for charging a battery from a 
fully-discharged state. In a ?rst phase a battery is charged 
With a small constant current until the battery voltage attains 
a certain minimum value. During a second phase the open 
circuit voltage of the battery is periodically measured and a 
constant current value is modi?ed to provide for a predeter 
mined, constant rate of change of open circuit battery voltage. 
Thus during the second phase the battery itself provides feed 
back to the charging system as to the battery’s ability to accept 
charge. When the battery voltage attains another certain mini 
mum voltage a third phase begins. During the third phase the 
charging system provides a constant voltage and monitors the 
sloWly decreasing battery charging current to determine When 
to stop charging. This three-phase method is termed the “CR/ 
CV” or “Constant Rate/Constant Voltage” method. The 
method of the present invention is similar to the CC/CV 
method, hoWever in the present invention the constant current 
of the second phase is determined for each charging cycle and 
throughout the charging period, thus adapting to aging, dam 
age, end environmental factors such as temperature. In con 
trast, the CC/ CV method provides a constant current that is 
predetermined. 
[0010] Factors such as age, electrode area and temperature 
Will be re?ected in the current required to provide the prede 
termined rate of change of voltage. For example, as an indi 
vidual battery unit ages and the electrodes lose some amount 
of surface area, less charging current is required to cause the 
predetermined rate of change of open circuit battery voltage. 
Said differently, as a battery gets older it is able to accept 
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charge at a lesser rate. The open circuit voltage increasing at 
the predetermined rate but With a lesser amount of current 
does not imply an older battery is more e?icient. The reverse 
is true; the older battery Will attain the maximum open circuit 
voltage With less total charge (the product of current and time) 
having been supplied, thus less energy stored for discharge 
through the load. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is an example ofa typical CC/CV charging 
pro?le used in the relevant art. PRIOR ART. 
[0012] FIG. 2 is an example ofa system Which may be used 
to practice the invention. 
[0013] FIG. 3 is a model ofa battery. 
[0014] FIG. 4 through FIG. 12 are example How charts of 
some embodiments of the present invention. 
[0015] FIG. 4 is an example How chart Wherein the state of 
a charging system is determined, then control passed as a 
function of the charging state. 
[0016] FIG. 5 is an example How chart of a subroutine 
Wherein requested changes are made. 
[0017] FIG. 6 is an example How chart Wherein a charging 
system is shut doWn. 
[0018] FIG. 7 is an example How chart for response to a 
detected fault condition. 
[0019] FIG. 8 is an example How chart Wherein the instant 
parameters of a battery and environmental conditions are 
considered in determining an action to be taken. 
[0020] FIG. 9 is an example flow chart Wherein for control 
ling charging during a loW current mode. 
[0021] FIG. 10 is an example How chart for controlling 
charging in a constant current mode, Wherein the target con 
stant current made be changed. 
[0022] FIG. 11 is an example How chart for controlling 
charging in a constant voltage mode, Wherein an end point 
condition is also monitored. 
[0023] FIG. 12 is an example How chart Wherein a charging 
system is con?gured for a mode Wherein a battery is available 
for use. 

[0024] FIG. 13 illustrates the voltage and change of voltage 
over time during a battery failure. 
[0025] FIG. 14 is an idealiZed graph of the voltage and 
current pro?les for charging a strong and a Week battery, each 
With the method of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME EMBODIMENTS 

[0026] The embodiments described in this section illustrate 
but do not limit the invention. The invention is not limited to 
any particular circuitry, softWare, voltage, current values, bat 
tery chemistry, time, or other parameters. 
[0027] The unit “CmA” refers to the current ?oW per hour 
into or out of a battery, as a fraction of the battery’s rated 
capacity. For example, if the rated capacity of a battery Were 
2000 milliampere hours, then 0.1 CmA Would be a current 
How of 200 milliamperes. The rated capacity of a battery 
stated by its manufacturer is typically used in specifying 
charge rate, though in actual practice the capacity of a given 
battery may vary. 
[0028] In the description to folloW several timers are 
referred to. As one skilled in the art Would knoW, timing may 
be implemented in a variety of Ways. Examples include a 
softWare counter Whose value is occasionally increased or 
decreased; a hardWare timer Whose value may be read and 
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compared to an earlier value; up or doWn counter; a timer With 
a vectorable interrupt service routine, and others. For sim 
plicity of description only one such timer Will be described. 
Hereinafter all timers Will be considered to be internal to the 
control logic unit 204, implemented as a software counter. For 
instances Wherein a time out condition is tested, the counter is 
initialiZed With an appropriate maximum value and the value 
of the counter is decremented before the step for testing for 
the time out condition. For instances Wherein a timer maxi 
mum value is to be tested, the counter is initialiZed by setting 
the counter to Zero and the value of the counter is incremented 
before a step in Which the counter value is compared to a 
maximum count. For instances Wherein an elapsed time is 
needed there is assumed to be a resettable timer Which is 
clocked by a time base of a knoWn period; the timer is reset, 
then its value read When needed. 

[0029] Referring to FIG. 1, an example of a typical charg 
ing method charges a Li-ion battery using a loW current 
(Phase 1) until a minimum voltage is attained, then charges at 
a constant 0.5 CmA (constant current charging, Phase 2) until 
a battery voltage of approximately 4.2 volts is measured, 
noted on FIG. 1 as the “crossover point”. Thereafter the 
applied voltage is held at a ?xed 4.2 volts (constant voltage 
charging, Phase 3) While the current through the battery is 
measured. When the battery charging current has diminished 
to approximately 0.1 CmA (With the impressed voltage of 4.2 
volts), the battery is deemed fully charged and charging stops. 
[0030] Referring to FIG. 2, an example is shoWn of a sys 
tem Which may be used to practice the method of the present 
invention. In this example there is no load during battery 
charging other than the battery itself. Thus, When the pro 
grammable poWer supply 210 is shut doWn, the battery 204 
voltage (“VBATT”) is the battery open circuit voltage “Voc”. 
When the programmable poWer supply 210 is operating and 
charging the battery 204, VBATTis the battery voltage. In some 
embodiments the output of the programmable poWer supply 
210 is interrupted by a sWitch (not shoWn) controllable by the 
control logic unit 206, for example a transistor or electrome 
chanical sWitch or other means for disconnecting battery 204 
from the programmable poWer supply 210, to enable measur 
ing the open circuit voltage of the battery 204. In some 
embodiments battery 204 voltage is measured Without 
removing the poWer supply 210, thus is not an open circuit 
voltage. An analog to digital converter (ADC) 202 provides a 
digital version of the instant voltage across the battery 204. 
The ADC 202 is connected to the control logic unit 206 by a 
bus 208. The bus 208 carries a digital representation of battery 
voltage ADC[9:0] from the ADC 202 to the control logic unit 
206. In one embodiment the bus 208 is a parallel bus. In some 
embodiments bus 208 is a single line, the data ADC[9:0] then 
being provided to the control logic unit 206 serially. In one 
embodiment the ADC 202 is a ten-bit converter. AnADC With 
more or feWer bits of resolution may be used. Control logic 
unit 206 is comprised of logic, such as a programmed micro 
processor or custom logic, Which may implement the method 
of the invention by controlling the programmable poWer sup 
ply 210. The programmable poWer supply 210 may be con 
?gured to provide a selectable ?xed current or a selectable 
?xed voltage as commanded by control logic unit 206. A 
poWer source, for example poWer adapter 214, provides input 
poWer Which programmable poWer supply 210 modi?es to 
provide to the battery 204 the voltage or current selected by 
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the control logic unit 206. In some embodiments there is a line 
or lines for communicationbetWeen the control logic unit 206 
and the programmable poWer supply 210, for example line 
220. Signals on the line 220 from the control logic unit 206 to 
the programmable poWer supply 210 may include commands 
for a certain voltage or current, a command to stop charging, 
requests for data, and the like. Signals on the line 220 from the 
programmable poWer supply 210 to the control logic unit 206 
may include status, voltage or current values, failure noti? 
cation, detection of a connection to a poWer source (for 

example poWer adapter 214), and such. 
[0031] In some embodiments a host 216 communicates 
With the control logic unit 206. This provides for control logic 
unit 206 to provide voltage, current, mode, status or other 
information to the host 216 and/ or to receive commands from 

the host 216. Examples of commands from the host 216 to the 
control logic unit 206 include commands to request status, 
and to initiate, continue, or discontinue charging the battery 
204. In the description of the control logic to folloW, the value 
of a variable “CHRGSTATE” is changed in response to con 
ditions of the poWer supply. CHRGSTATE may then be 
passed to the host 216 by the control logic unit 206. The host 
216 may use CHRGSTATE to make decisions external to the 
control logic unit 206. For example, the host 216 may take 
note of the number of times or of the elapsed time of a certain 
fault condition and decide to send a command to the control 
logic unit 206 to shut doWn charging altogether. 
[0032] In some embodiments there are additional batteries 
to be charged (not shoWn) Wherein programmable poWer 
supply 210 has multiple poWer output terminals or altema 
tively a single output terminal Which can be connected to a 
selected battery. For embodiments Wherein a plurality of bat 
teries are available for charging, an ADC has multiple input 
channels or a MUX or other means to con?gure the ADC to 

measure VBATT for a speci?c battery being charged. In the 
disclosure that folloWs only one battery is described. The 
method of the invention can be practiced With each battery in 
the same fashion. The designer of a system practicing the 
present invention tailors the operation of the system per the 
speci?cations and characteristics provided by the battery 
manufacturer or other criteria. Some embodiments include 
means for sensing a battery sensor, for example a temperature 
sensor located on or near the battery, Which sensor may pro 

vide temperature data by its temperature-responsive resis 
tance. The sensor resistance may then be measured by ADC 
202 and a temperature derived. In some embodiments the 
battery under charge includes an internal temperature sensor 
Which provides serial temperature data to the control logic 
unit 206, or Which has terminals for measuring the battery 
temperature sensor resistance. 

[0033] As used in this disclosure the term “battery charger” 
refers to the elements shoWn in FIG. 2 except for the battery 
204 and the optional host 214. “Battery charger” may also 
refer to programmable poWer supply 210 in some contexts. 

[0034] FIG. 3 is a model of a Li-ion battery, developed by 
the National ReneWable Energy Laboratory (NREL) of the 
United States Department of Energy (DOE). A battery is 
represented by the circuit Within the boundary indicated by 
reference number 302, and is comprised of tWo capacitors 
(C B, CC) and three resistors (RE, RC, and RT). Total net charge 
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into battery 302 is represented by Ic 310. Any load, IS 304, is 
viewed as simply another current request. The battery 302 
ischarged through the terminal V0 306. NREL has denomi 
nated this model the “Capacitance Model” or “RC Model”. 
Upon inspection, we see that charging the battery 302 with a 
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TABLE 2 

Battery Errors BATTERR 

_ SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

constant current charges the capacitors C B and CC. The 
capacitors are a ?xed value. The state of charge of the battery BATTDET Battery error detected 

- - - BATTRTO Low current charging time out 
302 may be known at any instant of time by measuring the . . 

_ _ _ BATTCCTO Constant current charging time out 

open circuit voltage at the terminal V0 306. The NREL con- BATTCVTO Constant Voltag? charging mm out 
ducted controlled experiments comparing the RC model to OVRTEMP Battery is out Qfspec too 110101100 cold 
the known state of charge of representative batteries, and 
found the RC model to predict a ?nal state of charge (“SOC”) 
a roximatel 3.7% below actual. 
pp y _ _ _ _ TABLE 3 

[0035] The method of the present invention is illustrated by 
the ?ow charts of FIG. 4 through 12. The tables below de?ne Char 6r Sims CHRGSTATE 

various battery and charger states, battery and charger modes, SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
and variables used in an example program used in some 
embodiments Of the present invention CHRGFLT Charger is experiencing a fault condition 

CHRNG Charger is charging 
CHRGD Battery is charged 

TABLE 1 

Batte States BATTSTATE 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION TABLE 4 

CVCHRG Constant voltage charging Char 6r Mod?s CHRGMODE 
CCCHRG Constant current charging 
FAULT Fault detected SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

LO CURR L t h ' 
* OW Curmn c argmg SHUTDN Shutdown mode 

DETECT Detect state LC L t h . d 
DONTCHRG Do not charge OW amen c argmg m0 6 

USE Battery is ready for use or is in use to power a load CC Constant curmnt mod‘? 
CV Constant voltage mode 

TABLE 5 

Variables 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

ADAPTERIN T = power adaptor 214 is in use 

CHRGCMD Command word from host 216 to control logic unit 206 

BATTERR Holds an indicator of the category of a battery error 

BATTIN T = battery detected, F = no battery detected 

BATTFLTWAIT Holds a value of time units that BATTFLT has been TRUE. 

CRLDV Holds a digital representation of the value of change in battery voltage during 

Phase 2 charging 

CRiVO Holds a digital version of the battery 204 voltage 

MODELSEL Holds a selection ?ag signifying CR/CV or CC/CV charging method 

VTAR Holds the value of the target constant voltage during Phase 3, CR/CV method 

CURRENT Holds the current value to be passed to the programmable power supply 210 by 

control logic unit 206 

VBATT Holds a value of a battery voltage 

VBATTLMIN Minimum battery voltage, above which the battery may accept a standard charge 
current. 

CRiI Holds an instant constant current target for Phase 2 of CR/CV method. 

CCiI Holds an instant target current for Phase 2 of CC/CV method. 

CRCHRG T = constant voltage rate of change charging method 

vBATTLsTARTcv 

TEMPBATT 

Battery voltage value at which constant voltage charging is to begin (crossover 
point). 
Holds a version of a battery temperature. 
















